takes its time, that dares to admit the compromised, ambivalent nature of rival political factions, not resorting to cartoonish behavior or sound bites, and embrace the complexities of power and human life.
Finally, I admit that this contemplative production might not have been possible if Edelstein had not replaced the third Shakespeare play (of the old repertory model) with Guys and Dolls this year. Perhaps, ironically, less Shakespeare can lead to better, more diverse Shakespeare. I remain conflicted, but I am unequivocally in favor of theater experiences that wrap us in hushed beauty as we sit and hear sad stories about dead kings that inspire us to meditate on our own. 
James S. Lambert, Southern Virginia University
When the advertisement for a show claims that it has not been performed in over 400 years, one must go, I suppose. As part of its Renaissance season, the American Shakespeare Center (ASC) at Blackfriars Playhouse in Staunton, Virginia, threw together a performance of 1607's The Fair Maid of the Exchange, probably written by Thomas Heywood. I say "threw together" out of sheer admiration for the actors involved in the ASC "Renaissance Season," which consists of putting on five plays over the season (running simultaneously) within the limitations of thirty hours' rehearsal for each play. The idea, of course, is to recreate as much as possible the rehearsal conditions of the early modern period. The result is an actor-driven season that sparkles with energy rather than polish, prefers spontaneity over plan, and emphasizes discovery over theme. The actors often forget their lines and cues (during the Renaissance season, they use only cue scripts anyway, which makes listening the primary technical skill here), but they often react with delight when they do so. All these variables perhaps make a light city comedy the fittest genre to perform. Besides, in the case of Fair Maid of the Exchange, the only performance precedent is now 400 years old, so avoiding a director-driven theme and maximizing the play's elementary energy seems to be the only viable approach. The company used an as-yet unpublished edited text provided by Genevieve Love, who is working on an eagerly awaited new edition of the play for Routledge.
The play opens with uneasy farce, as two bumbling bandits attempt to "pillage" two middle class women shopping at the Royal Exchange in London. "Cripple" (he is unnamed throughout) hears the commotion and saves the women's lives, using his crutches as weapons. Cripple's triumph is short lived when the bandits notice his physical disability and commit a second attempt at theft and rape, and this time Cripple is fooled, harangued, and then subsequently saved by Frank Goulding, one of three brothers lovesick for Phyllis Flower (who is, as it happens, one of the victims and the titular character).
Between the threat of rape, the exploitation of disability, and the piratical farce of the bandits, the opening is off-putting on the page. The ASC dealt with this tonal discomfort by emphasizing the incompetence of the bandits and giving some agency to the "fair maids," Phyllis and Ursula, who verbally resisted the attempted theft and rape. As played here, Phyllis and Ursula, although physically overpowered, seemed amused by the whole ordeal. The light parodic touch of the scene also introduced Cripple into the action: the almost ironic cry of "Help! Help! He'll ravish me!" was met with Cripple's exclamation of "Methinks I hear the sound of ravishment." The parodic call and response established a comic affinity between Cripple and the women, whose physical disadvantages in the attack were read as indicating thematic and romantic compatibility. In this production, Benjamin Reed as Cripple and Ginna Hoben as Phyllis countered the physical attacks of the stronger bandits through improvised craft: Phyllis struck with her verbal invective and Cripple literally struck with his crutches. After the attacks at the end of the scene, both were left prostrate on the stage, amused at how their mutual experience of being physically overpowered had irrevocably bonded them; in a couplet, Phyllis laughed, "No more now; for God's sake, let us hence!" to which Cripple responded, "If I do live, your love I'll recompense." The affinity was established, and perhaps the most confusing element of the playPhyllis's enduring love for Cripple-emerged from a moment in which both characters exploited a physical disadvantage. What was an initially uneasy bodily threat became cause for lovers' compatibility, emphasizing the limits of the body as reciprocal to romantic interest. The rest of the play follows the Goulding brothers' attempts to woo Phyllis Flower and her own attempts to win Cripple, with the sundry hijinks typically associated with the city comedy: disguises, undelivered notes, street eavesdropping, and so on. The secondary plot sees a few public ne'er-do-wells pursuing Moll Berry, the resident city wit of the Royal Exchange, while Cripple, a successful drawer or pattern-maker, manipulates the action around him so that each character will pair the way he contrives. As one might imagine, the primary scholarly interest remains focused on Cripple. Scholars have occasionally examined this play for its contribution to disability studies rather than as an effective city comedy of the Jacobean milieu, which is unfortunate because, after having seen it, I can honestly declare that it is bright, exciting, and oddly resonant. The characters, as in any good city comedy, emerge from the most amusing of city-merchant stereotypes, and are placed in rapid-fire plotting so that those stereotypes don't become one-joke props. In the Blackfriars production, those stereotypes were blown out to clownish figures that had even more fun picking on the audience than they did the other characters. The audience, at least on opening night, seemed delighted by the stock characters, particularly the cartoonish new-wealth merchant (Master Flowers), the lovesick fop (the Goulding brothers), the street-smart and sassy city woman (Moll), and the heroic man-child (Frank).
Despite its levity, the play cannot help but be interesting not only for its interest in how the limits of the body become markers for romantic compatibility but also for its depiction of how disability interacts with economic space. In the Exchange, the moral bearings of the situational plot shift so that the hero is he (or she) that can sell the most goods, whether those goods are textiles or romances, or, in this case, abject bodies. The Fair Maid of the Exchange not only has that idea built into its title, it also has the character with the most abject body, Cripple, operating each exchange, both of materials and bodies. He manipulates Bowdler and Moll into a pairing as well as Frank and Phyllis. The ASC production seemed to understand the power dynamics at work: Cripple maintained a presence in almost every scene in which something was being bought or sold. Cripple, within the confines of his work (he successfully sells patterns for textile production), was the most powerful and alluring (both sexually and intellectually) character of the production. As soon as Cripple entered either domestic space or public rather than economic spheres, however, it was as if his name then started with a lower-case "c" and the characters added a definite article: Cripple became "the cripple." By the final scene, in which the previously smitten Phyllis confronted him in her own home, she was newly repulsed by his disability rather than allured.
The bookends of the play, which begins on a city street outside of the Royal Exchange and ends in the domestic confines of Master Flower, highlighted the lost potential of the disabled body as an agent. Against the bare stage of the Blackfriars, lit only by house lights, Cripple's placement on the stage dictated the space he was in: in the Exchange, he navigated the outside of the action and stage periphery like a stage manager while in Master Flower's house he was placed in the middle of the stage, with the audience's gaze mediated through the other characters surrounding him. In the very public exchange he did the selling, while in private middle-class homes he was the one being sold out, and the actors of the ASC crucially arranged their bodies to convey this sense of relational space as power.
These spaces also housed the amorphous ideal of "exchange" in the play, with the seller in each location as the nexus of power. In the final scene as written, after the major romantic pairings have been resolved, the constable disrupts the jollity to serve an indictment to Master Flowers. This indictment comes as a result of an earlier scene in which Master Flowers is sold a stolen diamond in exchange for a loan. In the Blackfriars production, though, his arrest was not met with dismay or concern but rather a joyful resignation. Timothy Allen Lewis played Master Flowers as a merchant whose sense of justice was found in the excitement of transaction, or exchange, rather than in the triumph of goodness, or even fairness. He preferred the game of economic transaction to its consequence, even when that consequence was his own sacrifice. In the last words of the play, Master Flowers invited the audience to continue to move toward the courtroom (a hypothetical trial scene). This invitation, which played as a plea to continue the business of interaction in an all too eager manner, promised to include the court as the next space of relational exchange. Who retains power: the disabled body, the middle-class father, the female wit, or the judicial authority, remained unsolved, but the clear suggestion was that the "exchange" was not just of material goods but of relational hierarchy. The Renaissance Season's inherent method and staging-the house lights always on, the set bare, and the actors improvising-threw into relief the play's power liquidity depending on distinct social spaces.
The ASC production proved that The Fair Maid of the Exchange can play well both as an ephemeral experience on the stage and as an examination of the power of disabled bodies in both public worlds and private confines. As the actors moved around the stage, exchange, and home, the power relationships of able bodies, gender, and class rearranged themselves accordingly, a process that allows this play to enliven after 400 years laying in text. In a personal conversation, Lindsey Rowe-Heyvald, who gave the lecture before opening night, suggested that the play is best served by comparing it to a television sitcom in which the characters are types that do not develop, and in which the plot serves the characters but the shifting power relationships create the comedy. If that is true, then the ending of Fair Maid struck me as a Seinfeld ending, so to speak: inconclusive, atonal, even condescending, but ultimately in keeping with the underlying superficial world in which all was based on exchange rather than justice. Trials, confusions, disdain, and manipulations were just further extensions of the discourse that produced power not within the mechanics of the body but within the mechanics of exchange, where a family was most at home selling its daughter and Cripple was most powerful manipulating marriages. Ultimately, the Blackfriars production placed most emphasis, not on the Maid or even the Exchange of the play's title, but rather on Fair, not in the sense of being "beautiful" but rather in the sense of "equity" in transaction. After experiencing the play in performance, we might more accurately rename it The Fair Exchange of the Maid.
